
SPECIFICATIONS

14.5“H × 22“W × 19“D | 48.5 lbs

Max Device Dimensions: 10.5”H x 1”W x 13”D

(1) 16-Outlet ETL Power Strip | 1 Plug to Wall

Locking Front Door, 2 Keys Incl.

Ships assembled. Units sold individually. 

Casters, handle, and stacking hardware sold 

separately. See back for details.

Charge and Secure 

16 Chromebooks, 
Tablets, or Notebooks

with Each Module

Adaptable to flexible classroom 

layouts, device sharing, and more!

Modular, Versatile Charging Stations
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FLEX-SHARE CHARGING STATIONS
CSE-1615

Standalone or Stacking
Integrate modules in multiple areas of a room 
as standalone units to improve the flow of 
deployment or securely stack them to save space

Mount to a Wall or Desk
The compact and lightweight modular design 
allows it to be used as a free-standing system, 
or securely mounted to a wall or desk without 
taking up a lot of space. 

All-Steel Construction
The durable enclosures of flex-share charging 
stations guard devices against their environment.

Make it Mobile!
The convenient mobility kit makes the unit 
adaptable to flexible classroom layouts, allowing 
teachers to easily rearrange its position just as 
they would their tables and chairs to meet the 
needs of the day’s lesson plan.

Locking Cable Compartment
Easy to set up, but endures repeated use. AC 
adapters and excess cable lengths are stowed 
away in a securable compartment.

Removable Dividers
Make room for peripherals and other small tech 
items in the station by removing steel dividers. 

Removable/Reversible Door
The door of the unit may be reversed to open 
on the opposite side or removed to adapt to the 
space that it is being used in.

NEW! Affordable and Scalable Solution

WATCH THE PRODUCT VIDEO
www.JAR-Systems.com/Watch-Flex-Share

Optional Product Upgrades!

View Back >>>
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Seamlessly Integrate Technology into the Classroom

*All product upgrades and accessories are sold separately and do not come standard.

Product Upgrades and Accessories*

Stacking Kit
This option provides hardware which 
allows users to combine two Flex-Share 
units into one, making it possible to 
accommodate up to 32 devices without 
compromising on classroom space.

#CSE-2STACK-KIT

Mobility Kit
An optional mobility kit consisting of 
four durable three inch casters and a 
push handle gives users the ability 
to easily move Flex-Share Stations 
around the room.

#CSE-MOBL-KIT

Padlock Kit

The padlock kit makes it easy for organizations that wish to secure 
their charging stations with padlocks. The kit includes hasp hardware, 
which attaches to the charging station as well as an individually keyed 
padlock with two keys. An optional master key is available upon request.

#CSE-PDLCK-KIT

WARRANTY
5
YEAR

Five-Year Warranty: Standard five-year warranty covers the entire solution.

Stacking and Mobility Bundle

The Flex-Share stacking and mobility bundle includes two Flex-Share 
Charging Stations, one stacking kit, and one mobility kit. When 
combined, they create a mobile solution for up to 32 devices that is 
ideal for moving devices around the classroom. Assembly Required

#CSEM-1615-2U


